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Passwords:
Vocabulary
for Science

SCIENCE

Strengthen language skills needed to succeed with science – year 7-10

Earth Science
Life Science
Physical Science
Research-based series builds the foundation for content
literacy in science:
• Supplements science textbooks and prepares for testing in science
• Provides targeted vocabulary practice for struggling
readers
• Promotes content literacy for intermediate level English
Language Learners

Student Books feature:

• Reading passages for developing vocabulary words in
context
• Considerate text structure to facilitate learning
• Differentiated activities related to meaning and usage
• Illustrated glossary with deﬁnitions and pronunciations
• Space to create a personal science dictionary
• Word roots, preﬁxes and sufﬁxes
• Writing in every lesson, applying what has been learned

visit www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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lithosphere

convection current

ridge

rift

plate

continental drift

folding

seafloor spreading

plate tectonics

fault

LESSON
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The land you walk on seems solid and still. But did you know that
all of it is floating and moving? Read this selection to find out what

Vocabulary for Science
rift

lithosphere
stiff top part of the middle layer, or mantle.

folding

seafloor spreading

plate tectonics

fault

This solid, outer layer of Earth is called theplate

convection current

Solid mantle

continental drift

plate tectonics

lithosphere.

condensation

surface water

watershed

aquifer

humidity

precipitation

runoff

groundwater

water table
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nebula

white dwarf

blue giant

supernova

pulsar

red giant

nova

supergiant

neutron star

black hole

The star closest to Earth is the sun. All the other stars you can see look
like tiny points of light. Would all those stars look like the sun if you
could move closer to them? Read this selection to check your answer.

Circle the word that makes sense in each sentence. Then write the word.
1. Heat from the sun causes (evaporation, condensation) at the surface

ridge

rift

folding

seafloor spreading

fault

sediment.
Only the size of the rock changes. Wind, rain and ice
Earth. The magma may move toward Earth’s surfaceor
from
a

Soft mantle

lithosphere.

North American Plate

forms when heat,

Eurasian Plate

4. plate tectonics

The lithosphere is made up of sections.
Each section is a plate. The plates float on the

Pacific Plate
Nazca
Plate

The lithosphere floats on the
soft rock of the mantle.

African Plate

one class to another.

5. seafloor spreading

Metamorphic rock often

Indo-Australian
Plate

forms deep inside Earth

6. ridge

because that is where
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8. lithosphere

are greatest.
28

Changes and Forces in the Rock Cycle

Eurasian Plate

Pacific
Plate
African Plate
Indo-Australian
Plate

Antarctic Plate

The lithosphere is divided into six large plates
and more than a dozen smaller plates.
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Magma

over in the rock cycle. The rock cycle is all

Metamorphic rock

the changes that rock keeps going through.
Here is one path through the rock cycle.
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Sediment builds up over thousands of years

to form sedimentary rock. Heat and pressure

9. continental drift

deep inside Earth turn the rock into
metamorphic rock. The metamorphic rock

10. fault

(evaporation, surface water).

Any sample of rock can be igneous,
sedimentary or metamorphic. But rock

melts, rises to the surface as magma, and

en

the same time, the star’s gases expand into a red giant, a large red
star that is cool but still fairly bright. In time, a red giant collapses.
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At the end of its life cycle, a white dwarf cools and stops shining.

Above the surface, Earth has six large belts of wind. The winds in each
Life Cycle of an Average-sized Star
belt blow in the same direction. The westerlies blow from west to east. Two
winds mostly blow from east to west.

The word aquifer comes from the Latin
aqua, which means “water”.

Winds also blow high above Earth’s surface in a jet stream, a narrow

band with very strong winds that blow from west to east. One jet stream flows
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Earth’s Water Systems
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Average-sized
star

Nebula

over Australia.
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Its centre forms a white dwarf, a very small, dense white star.

Air pressure is the force of air pushing down on Earth. Differences
in air sometimes attracts gases from a nearby star.
A white dwarf
pressure cause local winds. Warm air has less air pressure than
At
The cold
gasesair.
explode
on the star’s surface as a nova. A nova is a

wind belts called the trade winds are above and below the equator. Trade

IGNEOUS
ROCKS

t

ssure
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Earth’s Moving Plates

burns a long time. Then the star’s centre contracts, or shrinks. At

cumulus clouds become thunderclouds

pressure.

10. When precipitation reaches Earth’s surface, the water is called

The Rock Cycle

changes from one class to another over and

The life cycle of a star depends on its size. An average-sized star

Earth’s surface, winds blow from areas of high pressure to areas
low that becomes, for a time, much brighter than it was.
whiteofdwarf

9. An aquifer fills with (surface water, groundwater).

or dries up.

&
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there will be much (runoff, groundwater).

Lava

Sedimentary rock

Life Cycle of Average-sized Stars

Winds

Rocks can weather unevenly.

Warm air

to form a young star.

with winds and rain.

(aquifer, watershed).

ing

the heat and pressure

The lithosphere is divided into six large
plates
7. rift
and more than a dozen smaller plates.

Plate tectonics is the model that explains the movement of the
as mountains and valleys, as they move.

occurs.

8. Where there is heavy rain and the land cannot absorb all the water,

e lt

Antarctic Plate

lithosphere. The model explains how the plates create landforms, such

South
American
Plate

South
American
Plate

change solid rock from

d fro
n

t The force of gravity pulls together the matter in the nebula
space.

Cold air

Large cumulus clouds form. Cumulus
low in the air to mid-height. Some

7. The area drained by the Murray River and its smaller rivers is a

sediment to a new place. For example, a river

can carry rocks and sediment downstream.
How the Three ClassesDeposition is the dropping of rocks and
of Rock Form
Igneous rock
sediment in a new place when the river slows

m

The Movement of Earth’s Land

North American Plate

pressure or chemicals

Pacific
Plate

Soft mantle

hot, soft rocks of the middle of the mantle.

Metamorphic rock

warm air mass. The heavier cold air

its life cycle. Our sun seems as if it would last forever. But all stars
change
die.
Approaching Cold
Front and
Cumulus clouds
Col A star begins life in a nebula, a huge cloud of gas and dust in

clouds are puffy white clouds that form
6. When water vapour in the air cools, (watershed, condensation)

such as shells or bones. Then all the pieces build up inGravity,
layers, wind,
whichwater and ice cause erosion.
near Earth’s surface or under the sea.

heavier cold air mass moves toward a
pushes the warm air upward suddenly.

5. Rain falling to Earth is a form of (groundwater, precipitation).

Transportation
is the carrying of rocks and
are squeezed and cemented together. Sedimentary rock
often forms

3. convection current
Lithosphere

Lithosphere

This solid, outer layer of Earth is called the

Solid mantle

4. Groundwater fills up pores in underground rock in an
(evaporation, aquifer).

a chemical breaks down the rock. The chemical makeup of the

is the
wearing away of rocks and sediment.
are sediment. The sediment may mix with bits of living
things,

Plate tectonics is the model that explains the movement of the
as mountains and valleys, as they move.
Oceanic crust

Continental crust

A cold front is formed when a

changes.
Sedimentary rock is rock formed from tiny bits rock
of rock
that
After weathering,
erosion occurs. Erosion
have broken off from larger rocks. These tiny bits of broken-off
rock

1. plate

lithosphere. The model explains how the plates2.create
landforms, such
folding

Earth’s Moving Plates

stiff top part of the middle layer, or mantle.

now called lava, hardens into solid rock.

The lithosphere floats on the

Our sun is an average-sized, medium-hot star in the middle of
Cold Fronts

than over deserts.

physical weathering, a rock is broken into smaller pieces,
is rock formed from magma, or hot liquid rock from During
deep inside
cause
volcano or through cracks in the crust. At the surface,
this physical
magma, weathering. During chemical weathering,

The Movement of Earth’s Land

The outer part of Earth is made of solid
rock. It consists of Earth’s thin crust and the

to reach the surface.
3. There is much higher (runoff, humidity) over oceans

At the
surface, two types of weathering break down rock.
classes: igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic. Igneous
rock

soft
rock in
of the
mantle. that shows you understand the meaning of the word.
D. Use each
word
a sentence
hot, soft rocks of the middle of the mantle.

Stars

2. A lake forms where the (water table, condensation) is high enough

Forces
That Change Rock
To explain how rock forms, scientists group rock into
three

The lithosphere is made up of sections.
Each section is a plate. The plates float on the

Earth’s Moving Plates

LESSON

evaporation

B.

W

ridge

continental drift

The land you walk on seems solid and still. But did you know that
all of it is floating and moving? Read this selection to find out what
happens when the land moves.

10

rock cycle

Changes and Forces in the Rock Cycle
Continental crust

Lithosphere

Lithosphere

convection current

plate

Nazca
Plate

deposition

transportation

Classes of Rock
Oceanic crust

lithosphere

Pacific Plate

erosion

chemical weathering

of the oceans.

Earth’s Moving Plates
The outer part of Earth is made of solid

2

metamorphic rock
physical weathering

sediment

A huge rock looks as if it would last forever. But rocks are always
changing. What makes solid rocks change? Read this selection
to see if your answer is right.

happens when the land moves.

rock. It consists of Earth’s thin crust and the

LESSON

igneous rock
sedimentary rock
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82

pressure

Rocks are always changing from one kind
into another kind.

becomes igneous rock. The rock cycle

Write!

happens very slowly but never ends.

Write your response to the prompt on a separate sheet of paper.
Use as many vocabulary words as you can in your writing.
My Science Vocabulary

Suppose that you could stand above Earth for millions of years and see
its plates moving. What would you notice about the changing surface of Earth?
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Earth’s Moving Plates

15

My Science Vocabulary

Go to page 95 to list other words you have learned
about changes and forces in the rock cycle.
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Changes and Forces in the Rock Cycle

29

Go to page 97 to list other words you have learned
about Earth’s changing weather.
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Earth’s Changing Weather

White dwarf
Red giant
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Stars

71

Audio CDs
Reading passages are also available on CD, for those
students who would beneﬁt from listening to the passage
multiple times, including auditory learners and ELLs.
TAKE
HOME

Teacher Guides contains:

6

• Guided instruction and teaching strategies
• Reproducible graphic organisers for vocabulary and writing,
word and deﬁnition cards
• Multi-step lesson plans
• A research summary

fossil record

species

survival

evolution

instinct

extinction

adaptation

natural selection

diversity

learned behaviour

Use vocabulary words to complete the puzzle.

Adaptations
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

For Years 7-10
Topics in this series:

the clear, thick gel between the cell
membrane and the nucleus, and the
other organelles that float in it

ACROSS
6

the rod-shaped organelles that make
energy for a cell

• Earth Science
• Life Science
• Physical Science

stimulus

DOWN

a behaviour taught by parents
to their young

7

the continuing of a species

8

differences among species

9

the process of a species dying out

a living thing

10

the organelles that store things,
such as food and water for the
cell to use and wastes for the cell
to discard

10

the smallest part of a living thing
that can carry out all the activities
needed for life

a survival behaviour that does not
have to be taught

any part of a cell that has its own job

1

a group of closely related living things

2

the process by which species best suited
to an environment survive

3

a trait that makes a species
more suited to its environment

4

the slow change in a species by natural
selection

5

the history of life based on all the
fossils

focus

cornea

retina

iris

rod cell

Tell someone in your family what you have learned about adaptations.

Online Resources

• Sample lessons
• Program research summary

100

the organelles in a plant cell
responsible for making food

the ball-shaped
organelle
at
© 2008 Hawker
Brownlow
the centre of a cell that controls
the cell’s activities

the strong, stiff outer layer
of a plant cell, located outside
the cell membrane

the thin, soft outside surface of
a cell that protects it and holds
it together
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—Word Cards
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Science Passwords: Life Science, Lesson 6
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pupil

lens
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cone cell

optic nerve
Science Passwords: Life Science, Lesson 15
—Word Cards
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